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Introduction

Activism is a vital component of global civil society. Healthy activism encourages social change and gives
voice to the voiceless. But people often iiew activists in negative terms. This typecasting seeps into even
public relations scholarship, where authors describe activism as oppositional. In emphasizing such activism,
the literature ignores the countless grou~s whose mission is not about confrontation but is to help societies
obtain education or escape poverty and fusease. Such activism stems from prosocial, or altruistic, goals to
improve the welfare of others. These groups often employ PR strategies to support their causes.
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~ ..!J • The term activism seems to confuse more than clarify (pressure groups, interest groups, etc).

-, "')"'j"~';' . • Many activists use public relations and yet PR literature is mostly silent on the topic. Some say the silence
is purposeful; Edwards, for example, noted a bias toward business and government-with such

'" worldviews "marginalizing and penalizing those who do not fit," including activist groups.
• When activism is discussed ill PR literature, it is almost always viewed as confrontational
• Much activism is intended to attack, and so we call that confrontational activism; but myriad groups also

operate with altruistic motives defmed by behavioral scholars, and so we call this prosocial activism (the
term prosocial aligns with existing scholarship, including mention of pro social effects of media usage).

• There is a middle range that prosocial activists occasionally must employ to influence the powerful
institutions to render support; this is advocacy activism-not purposeful pressure but influence,
persuasion, education, etc., to rally support.

This paper begins a theoretical frlllnewo(k for prosocial public relations, the realm of public relations that
supports this prosocial activism. Prosocial public relations incorporates communication efforts common to
all entities, but it may also have differences in the way it supports these activist entities. The paper positions
prosocial activism within a spectrum that ranges from confrontational activism to advocacy activism and
then prosocial activism. It builds a basis for pro social public relations, and then asks: Why do some pro social
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activists gain visibility and support for their causes while similar groups fail in that effort?
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Confrontational Communication
strikes, boycotts, lawsuits, etc. negottatton, compromise

Prosocial Public Relations
relationshtp building, exchange, etc.
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The Function of Public Relations in Prosocial Activism

Starck and Kruckeberg addressed the need for PR to assist nongovernmental organizations, and
Holtzhausen said that "true grassroots activist organizations can use formal public relations help."
Yet, such assistance has been rendered for quite some time-it's just not showing up in scholarship.

Why are Some Prosocial Activist Organizations Effective and Others are Not?

Why has Tibet rallied global sympathy while the world looks away as the relatively adjacent
Uyghurs suffer similar suppressions? Similarly, why does the Central Asia Institute gain attention
while other groups that are trying to promote education and build schools get little visibility? Bob
explained, "Not only do [activists] jostle for attention among dozens of equally worthy competitors,
but they also confront the pervasive indifference of international audiences." Lord added that
"attention and money do not always go to the most deserving causes, and groups that are supported
by larger international organizations often drown out small, indigenous groups."

The Possibilities: Elements of Success in Prosocial Communication

Despite disheartening statistics, pro social groups can emerge from anonymity; many have done so
with notable results. Below are nonnative options for effective prosocial communication .

• Do NOT approach it from a pure marketing perspective; this is about educating, building
relationships and gaining cooperation, not attracting consumers

• Prosocial groups must do what is tenne~!!!!!.!!!l.!1f!!P' c!nnectiJJg and '.!!!£l'ling out. These
categories suggest a strengthening of resoll'fCes,rnaj(jng <andutilizing connections especially with
related activist groups, andreachingout to powerful organizations, the media and other
constituents to achieve cooperation and support, as follows:

- Building Up: There are two imperatives: ~)ea ership, preferably with a
charismatic leader who has a balance of cosmopo itan savvy and indigenous authenticitv-esd
staffing of people who have at least second-language proficiency and a solid base 0 ontacts'
and (2) finding ways to set the organization apart from other entities or causes through a unique
angle or shedding new light on an old cause.

- Connecting ... to the media, government, and "like-cause" activist groups. Bob emphasizes
the importance of local movements connecting with larger, powerful "gatekeeper" NGOs like
Human Rights Watch or Amnesty International. He says, "there are clear hierarchies among
NGOs, with top organizations having the deepest pockets, the best staffs, and the greatest
credibility." Bob also refers to people with connections as "matchmakers" and states that their
role is to "promote the group to powerful NGOs."

- Reaching Out: The process of reaching out beyond their own communities and similar activist
groups requires more than simple messages that "publicize their plight," as Bob explained. It
mandates the exchange of targeted information with important stakeholders.
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